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Learn French in French-speaking Belgium!
Do you want to learn French or polish your skills?

Come to French-speaking Belgium to take immersive French courses!
The Wallonia-Brussels Federation higher education institutions are French-speaking.
Although many Master’s degrees are partially or completely taught in English, the language of teaching and the student environment is still mainly French.

Come and study in French-speaking Belgium, it’s the ideal opportunity to enhance your knowledge of the French language while developing every day in the cosmopolitan world of Belgium!

French-speaking Belgium = The Wallonia-Brussels Federation
The Wallonia-Brussels Federation is part of the Kingdom of Belgium, a federal state of Western Europe. Belgium is one of the six founding countries of the European Union. Its capital city, Brussels, is home to the European Union’s major institutions (the European Parliament, the Council of the European Union and the European Commission).
GOOD REASONS TO LEARN FRENCH

French is the fifth most-spoken language in the world, after Chinese, English, Spanish and Arabic. It is also taught in every country in the world. It represents a medium for cross-cultural exchanges, the free flow of ideas and the consolidation of interests on an international stage. It constitutes a pathway to future-facing jobs in the audiovisual and digital sectors, as well as a driver of economic growth and development.

Source: Organisation internationale de la Francophonie

French is the second most-learnt language in the world, after English.

French is the world’s third business language.

French is the internet’s fourth language.

French is the fifth most-spoken language in the world, with over 300 million speakers.

125 million people are currently learning French in 36 countries and territories.

French is one of the official languages for 32 states and governments and in most international organisations.
THE FRENCH LANGUAGE IS...

**The other language of international relations**
French is one of the official languages of the UN, NATO, the European Union, UNESCO, the OECD, the International Olympic Committee and the International Committee of the Red Cross.

**The language of the internet**
More and more study programmes in French are available online (MOOCs). These resources are accessible to everyone, anytime, anywhere in the world. These online courses are revolutionising formal education and enable information to spread more broadly, whether it is cultural, scientific, literary, etc.

**The language of communication and culture**
French is very widely used in the media, cultural activities and in literature. Speaking French means having access, in their original version, to the great texts of French and French-speaking literature as well as film and music. Studies on the cultural industry sector reveal that French-speaking countries have a strong presence in the global trade of cultural products, and in the audio-visual and publishing field, for example. French is also the language of international media: TV5MONDE, Euronews, BBC News, the Chinese channel CGTN and RT in Russia.

**A language to learn other languages**
Learning French can make it easier to learn other romance languages such as Spanish, Italian, Portuguese or Romanian.
LEVEL OF FRENCH REQUIRED TO ENROL ON A MASTER’S OR A DOCTORATE

Are you considering a Master’s or Doctoral degree in French, in your chosen field?

If so (to enrol on a Master’s degree) your French will need to be at B2 (upper intermediate) level, as defined by the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

The following do not need to demonstrate their level of French:
· Students whose mother tongue is French.
· Nationals of countries whose official language is French.
· Students who have acquired at least 45 credits in a course taught in French.
· Students applying for courses taught completely in English.

In all other cases, students must show they have passed a standardised test: DALF (B2), DELF (B2), TEF (level 4) or TCF (B2).

Proficiency in French is generally not required for a Doctorate as the thesis may be written in English. However, every higher education institution is free to set its own admissions criteria. It is therefore recommended to contact the admissions service at your chosen institution.

Level required = independent user (B2)

Please note, there are two exceptions:
· Students wishing to sit exams for teacher-training Master’s programmes or the AESS (upper secondary school teaching qualification) must first pass a French language proficiency test. To pass this test, students must demonstrate C1 level written and spoken communication skills in French, as defined by the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

· Students wishing to sit exams for the preparatory study year leading to a teacher-training Master’s or an upper secondary school teaching qualification (AESS) in modern languages and literature must demonstrate B2 Level language skills, as defined by the CEFR.
Are you considering studying for a Master’s or Doctorate in English, in your chosen field?

In that case, speaking French is not essential. Higher education institutions in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation are French-speaking, but a significant number of Master’s degrees are delivered either partially or entirely in English.

Doctoral studies and research may be carried out in English. However, you can make the most of your time studying in French-speaking Belgium by expanding your linguistic horizons and learning French!

Please contact your chosen higher education institution directly to find out more about exam and subscription deadlines.
 OVERVIEW OF THE DIRECTORY

No matter how long your stay in Brussels or Wallonia, whether you are beginning to learn French or you want to brush up on a few specific areas, Belgium’s higher education institutions are ready to help you find the course which suits you best!

This directory lists the Universities, University colleges, Colleges of arts and partner institutions that organise French courses for international students during the academic year or during the school holidays.

Table acronyms

- 🗓️ Periods during which sessions are scheduled
- 🕒 Number of hours of classes - duration of training
- 🔍 Number of levels
- 📍 Possibility of accommodation
- 💰 Price in €

Electronic version

Find out more in the electronic version of this brochure by going to www.studyinbelgium.be

Abbreviations used in the directory

ASBL: Association Sans But Lucratif (non-profit organisation)

CERCL: Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
The CEFR is a document that was published by the Council of Europe in 2001, which defines the levels of skills in a foreign language based on knowledge in different fields of expertise. These levels are now the reference framework in language learning and teaching in many countries.
Basic user

A1 Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Can introduce him/herself and others and can ask and answer questions about personal details such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she has. Can interact in a simple way provided the other person talks slowly and clearly and is prepared to help.

A2 Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family information, shopping, local geography, employment). Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information on unfamiliar and routine matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate environment and matters in areas of immediate need.

Independent user

B1 Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most situations likely to arise whilst travelling in an area where the language is spoken. Can produce simple connected text on topics which are familiar or of personal interest. Can describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes & ambitions and briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions and plans.

B2 Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and abstract topics, including technical discussions in his/her field of specialisation. Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with native speakers quite possible without strain for either party. Can produce clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages and disadvantages of various options.

Proficient user

C1 Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognise implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously without much obvious searching for expressions. Can use language flexibly and effectively for social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce clear, well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled use of organisational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices.

C2 Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can summarise information from different spoken and written sources, reconstructing arguments and accounts in a coherent presentation. Can express him/herself spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, differentiating finer shades of meaning even in more complex situations.

ECTS: European Credit Transfer System

In the European credit transfer system, each activity is measured quantitatively, in units known as ECTS credits. These credits operate the same way across Europe. Credits are expressed as a number which represents the workload required for learning: attending classes, assignments, seminars, internships, research, study time, exams, etc.

FFL: French as a Foreign Language

When we talk about ‘General FFL lessons’, these are French lessons for foreign language speakers, working on the five language skills (verbal and written understanding, continuous verbal expression, verbal expression in conversation and written expression). Please note, however, that higher education institutions offer a very varied range of FFL classes, from the perspective of methodology. Some approaches focus on communication, action, or interaction. Others emphasise culture, conversation, or real-life situations. They may use audiovisual resources or authentic documents, etc.

With its rich history of academic and linguistic achievement, French-speaking Belgium will make you love the French language!
# DIRECTORY TABLE OF CONTENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DO YOU WANT TO STUDY AT...</th>
<th>DO YOU WANT TO TAKE LESSONS...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>... DURING YOUR STUDIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daytime classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="UCLouvain" alt="UCLouvain" /></td>
<td>Université catholique de Louvain (UCLouvain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="ULB" alt="ULB" /></td>
<td>Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="ULi%C3%A8ge" alt="ULiège" /></td>
<td>Université de Liège (ULiège)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="UMONS" alt="UMONS" /></td>
<td>Université de Mons (UMONS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="UNamur" alt="UNamur" /></td>
<td>Université de Namur (UNamur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="USL-B" alt="USL-B" /></td>
<td>Université Saint-Louis Bruxelles (USL-B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="HEAJ" alt="HEAJ" /></td>
<td>Haute École Albert Jacquard (HEAJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="HEH" alt="HEH" /></td>
<td>Haute École en Hainaut (HEH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="HELHa" alt="HELHa" /></td>
<td>Haute École Louvain en Hainaut (HELHa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="HENALLUX" alt="HENALLUX" /></td>
<td>Haute École de Namur-Liège-Luxembourg (HENALLUX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEPL</strong></td>
<td>Haute École de la Province de Liège (HEPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEPL</strong></td>
<td>Haute École provinciale de Hainaut-Condorcet (HEPH-Condorcet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICHEC</strong></td>
<td>ICHEC Brussels Management School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Académie</strong></td>
<td>IHECS Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACT</strong></td>
<td>Académie des Beaux-Arts de la Ville de Tournai (ACT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARTS²</strong></td>
<td>ARTS²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
<td>École supérieure des Arts Saint-Luc Liège</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARTS²</strong></td>
<td>École supérieure des Arts de la Ville de Liège – Académie royale des Beaux-Arts de Liège (ESAVL – ARBAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IMEP</strong></td>
<td>Institut supérieur de Musique et de Pédagogie (IMEP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at UCLouvain (Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral programmes).

DESCRIPTION
The Institut des Langues Vivantes (Institute of Modern Languages) delivers all language classes at the UCLouvain, across all faculties. French is one of thirteen languages taught:
+ General FFL lessons.
+ FFL lessons with specific aims (pronunciation, university language, professional communication, written expression, spelling, etc.).
+ Cultural activities.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• Institut des Langues Vivantes, UCLouvain, Louvain-la-Neuve
• https://uclouvain.be
• emmanuelle.rassart@uclouvain.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Be enrolled at UCLouvain.
• Take a mandatory test to assess level.
• For classes in the programme: max. two classes per term, or two classes with six hours a week each.

QUALIFICATION
• Transcript of marks if the course is part of the study programme.
• Certificate for students registered for single modules.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: mid-September to mid-December.
- 2nd term: early February to mid-May.
- 2h/week class (3 ECTS), or 26h in total per term.
- 4h/week class (5 ECTS), or 52h in total per term.
- Levels A1 to C1. Only one level per term.
- Yes.

- Free if the class is part of the student’s study programme.
- If the class is not part of the student’s study programme, they should enrol as an auditing student
  + from 3 to 10 ECTS: €139.20
  + from 11 credits: €139.20 + €90/class.
UNIVERSITÉ CATHOLIQUE DE LOUVAIN (UCLouvain) – CLL

Taking classes prior to studies: summer classes

ELIGIBILITY
Open to all international students (enrolled at UCLouvain or not).

DESCRIPTION
Specialised FFL classes (spoken French, communication, carrying out research or working in French in preparation for your studies) and cultural activities, organised by the CLL Language Centre, which is a partner non-profit organisation of UCLouvain.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- CLL Centres de Langue, Louvain-la-Neuve.
- https://www.cll.be
- lln@cll.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Take a mandatory test to assess language level.
- Being a student at UCLouvain is not mandatory, but UCLouvain students receive a €100 discount on class prices.

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate showing level achieved for students who have attended at least 80% of classes.

General FFL Teaching

- 2 weeks between mid-July and the start of the academic year in September.
- Marsiglia of classes spread over 2 weeks, morning and afternoon, cultural activities on Saturdays.
- Yes, on the Louvain-la-Neuve campus.
- €420.
Pre-study, preparatory French as a foreign language classes

ELIGIBILITY
For non-French-speaking students enrolling or enrolled at ULB.

DESCRIPTION
‘French as a foreign language’ summer classes are organised by the cross-faculty language learning centre at ULB (ULB Langues). These classes are aimed at non-French-speaking students to prepare for the start of the academic year. They focus on understanding spoken and written French (passive and active) as well as pronunciation. These intensive classes are not credited.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• ULB, Solbosch campus, Brussels
• Langues.ulb.be/en/french-classes
• Langues@ulb.be | 02 650 20 12

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Be enrolling or enrolled at ULB.
• Take a mandatory test to assess level.
  To take this test, students must complete the following online form: https://www.ulb.be/fr/plan-langues/formulaire-d-inscription-au-test-de-niveau-de-francais and select their chosen time slot. Following this test, they will automatically be enrolled in the group which corresponds to their level.

QUALIFICATION
• Certificate of attendance.

General FFL Teaching

15 intensive sessions of 4 hours per day (60 hours in total) from mid-August to the beginning of September (3 weeks) on the Solbosch campus.

Levels A1 to C1.

60 hours of classes, 20 hours a week (5 x 4 hours).

€75.
UNIVERSITÉ LIBRE DE BRUXELLES (ULB)

Annual classes

ELIGIBILITY
For non-French-speaking students enrolled at ULB.

DESCRIPTION
The interfaculty language teaching centre at ULB, ULB Langues, organises ‘French as a foreign language’ courses throughout the academic year. These focus on understanding spoken and written French (passive and active) as well as pronunciation. The classes are worth 5 credits.

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Be enrolling or enrolled at ULB.
- Take a mandatory test to assess level.
To take this test, students must complete the following online form: https://www.ulb.be/fr/plan-langues/formulaire-d-inscription-au-test-de-niveau-de-francais and select their chosen time slot. Following this test, they will automatically be enrolled in the group which corresponds to their level.

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate of attendance and proof of linguistic level attained (CEFR).

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- ULB, Solbosch campus, Brussels
- Langues.ulb.be/en/french-classes
- Langues@ulb.be | 02 650 20 12

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: September to December.
- 2nd term: February to May.
- Levels A1 to C1.
- Free for students enrolled at ULB.
- 60h of classes in total (5 ECTS).

French as a foreign language courses in Universities
UNIVERSITÉ LIBRE DE BRUXELLES (ULB)

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY

For researchers and international students enrolled at ULB on the Charleroi site, which is a partner institution of the Pôle Hainuyer. These students and researchers can attend FFL classes offered by the UMONS Centre de Langues Vivantes (Modern Languages Centre).

DESCRIPTION

General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT

- Centre de Langues Vivantes at UMONS, Mons
- https://web.umons.ac.be
- fle.clv@umons.ac.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS

- Be enrolled at ULB on the Charleroi site, more specifically on the Hainaut site of a Pôle Hainuyer partner institution that is a signatory of the Pôle Hainuyer FFL agreement.
- Take a mandatory test to assess language level.

QUALIFICATION

- Certificate of skills issued.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: end of September to end of December.
- 2nd term: mid-February to mid-May.
- 2 hours of lessons twice a week (in the evening), or 56 hours in total.

Free for students enrolled at ULB on the Charleroi site.
UNIVERSITÉ DE LIÈGE (ULIÈGE)

Taking classes prior to studies: summer school

ELIGIBILITY
Open to all international students (enrolled at ULiège or not).

DESCRIPTION
Intensive FFL lessons and cultural activities.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Institut Supérieur des Langues Vivantes at ULiège, Liège
- http://www.islv.ulg.ac.be
- Laurence.Wery@uliege.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Take a mandatory test to assess level
- Have already been awarded a secondary education diploma (bac or equivalent).

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate of attendance.

General FFL Teaching

First three weeks of August.

Levels A1 to C1.

Meuse Campus
www.generation-campus.be/page/meuse-campus-liege.html or
Eras’must international shared houses
https://erasmust.eu/menu-pages/accommodation/
€620.

French as a foreign language courses in Universities
UNIVERSITÉ DE LIÈGE (ULIÈGE)

Taking classes prior to studies: preparation for university studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at ULiège.

DESCRIPTION
Intensive lessons in preparation for your university studies.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Institut Supérieur des Langues Vivantes at ULiège, Liège
- http://www.islv.ulg.ac.be
- islvfr@uliege.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Be enrolled at ULiège.
- Take a mandatory test to assess level.

QUALIFICATION
- No certificate, no ECTS.

General FFL Teaching

- September (P1).
- Levels A1 to B1.
- 45h of classes.
- €100.
UNIVERSITÉ DE LIÈGE (ULIÈGE)

Taking classes alongside studies French classes

ELIGIBILITY
For ULiège and external students.

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Institut Supérieur des Langues Vivantes at ULiège, Liège
- http://www.islv.ulg.ac.be
- islvfr@uliege.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Take a mandatory test to assess level.
- Have attained a secondary education diploma (bac or equivalent).

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate - 5 ECTS.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: October to January.
- 2nd term: February to May.

- Levels A1 to C1.

- 2 hours of classes twice a week, or 60 hours of classes and e-learning.

- €100 per term for enrolled students.
- €300 for external students.
UNIVERSITÉ DE LIÈGE (ULIÈGE)

Online classes

ELIGIBILITY

For students who want to develop their understanding of French and take part in asynchronous, remote learning. For international students who wish to enrol on a Master’s or Doctoral programme in a higher education institution in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation.

DESCRIPTION

Once they have enrolled on the digital platform, students will be required to read, listen and watch but also (and especially) write and speak in French for and/or with their peers and their teacher. Using the contributions of participants, teachers will issue reminders of grammatical rules, correct pronunciation, and help students to expand their vocabulary.

Learners will have access to the platform at any time of day, any day of the week, as contact between participants and teachers is asynchronous.

NB: Whether you are learning online or in the classroom, additional classes require investment, motivation and self-discipline. ULiège will suggest interesting topics and facilitate exciting discussions, requiring students to commit to connecting once or twice a week, at least for their online class. Students will be encouraged to take part in discussions, whatever their level.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT

- https://www.islv.uliege.be
  or
- islvle@uliege.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS

Level B1 required.

QUALIFICATION

A certificate of attendance will be issued on request.

General FFL Teaching

October to April.

One to three levels per module.

30 hours of classes / cycle - 60 hours of classes / academic year.

€30 per cycle for students enrolled at ULiège.
€100 per cycle for ULiège alumni.
€120 per cycle for anyone external to ULiège.
UNIVERSITÉ DE MONS (UMONS)

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY
For researchers and international students enrolled at UMONS (except for students in the Translation and Interpreting Faculty).

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Centre de Langues Vivantes at UMONS, Mons
- https://web.umons.ac.be/fr/international/cours-de-francais-langue-etrangere/
- fle.clv@umons.ac.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Be enrolled at UMONS.
- Take a mandatory test to assess level.

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate of skills issued.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: end of September to end of December.
- 2nd term: mid-February to mid-May.


- 2 hours of lessons twice a week (in the evening), or 56 hours in total.

- Free for students enrolled at UMONS.
UNIVERSITÉ DE MONS (UMONS)

Taking classes prior to studies: summer classes

ELIGIBILITY
Open to all international students (whether enrolled at UMONS or not).

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons, cultural and inter-cultural activities organised by Extension UMONS, which is a UMONS partner asbl (non-profit organisation).

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- UMONS Extension, Mons
- https://web.umons.ac.be
- cfe@umons.ac.be
- extension.umons@umons.ac.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Students must enrol before 15 June (late enrolments are accepted if places are available).
- Being a student at UMONS is not mandatory, but UMONS students receive a 50% discount on class prices.
- Take a mandatory test to assess language level.

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate showing CEFRL level, on condition of regular class attendance.

General FFL Teaching

3 weeks, during July.

Levels A1 to C1.

100 hours of lessons: 5 days a week, morning and afternoon.

Possibility of accommodation in the university halls of residence.

€560 (50% discount for students enrolled at UMONS).
UNIVERSITÉ DE MONS (UMONS)

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY
Open to all international students (whether enrolled at UMONS or not).

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons, organised by Extension UMONS, which is a UMONS partner asbl (non-profit organisation).

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• UMONS Extension, Mons
• https://web.umons.ac.be
• cfe@umons.ac.be
• extension.umons@umons.ac.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Being enrolled at UMONS is not mandatory, but UMONS students receive a 50% discount on class prices.
• Take a mandatory test to assess language level.

QUALIFICATION
• Confirmation of attendance (no official certificate) for students attending at least 70% of classes.

General FFL Teaching

2 modules:
• Module 1: end of September to beginning of February.
• Module 2: start of February to end of June.

2 hours of lessons twice a week (in the evening), or 60 hours per module or 120 hours in total for the year.

Level groups based on the number of students.

€350 per module (50% discount for students enrolled at UMONS).
**UNIVERSITÉ DE NAMUR (UNAMUR)**

Taking classes prior to studies: preparation for university studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELIGIBILITY</th>
<th>LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For international students enrolled at UNamur.</td>
<td>· UNamur, Namur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· <a href="http://www.unamur.be/international">www.unamur.be/international</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· <a href="mailto:henrich.brunke@unamur.be">henrich.brunke@unamur.be</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>ENROLMENT CONDITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensive general FFL lessons, cultural activities and outings for 2 weeks ('Integration weeks').</td>
<td>· Be enrolled at UNamur for at least part of your course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Take a mandatory test to assess level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUALIFICATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>· 3 ECTS or certificate of attendance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General FFL Teaching**

- The 2 weeks before the autumn term.
- Several levels depending on the students.
- 40 hours of lessons spread over 2 weeks.
- www.unamur.be/international
- Free for students enrolled at UNamur.
UNIVERSITÉ DE NAMUR (UNAMUR)

Taking classes alongside studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at UNamur.

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- UNamur, Namur.
- www.unamur.be/international
- henrich.brunke@unamur.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Be enrolled at UNamur or affiliated with UNamur.

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate issued to students taking classes which are not part of their degree.
- Transcript of marks for students taking the class as part of their degree.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: mid-September to mid-December.
- 2nd term: end of January to mid-May.
- 2 hours of lessons a week, or 30 hours per term.
- Levels A1 to C1.
- Yes.
- Free if lessons part of the programme, €40 if lessons off the programme.
UNIVERSITÉ SAINT-LOUIS BRUXELLES (USL-B)

Taking classes before studies preparation for university studies

**LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT**
- Université Saint-Louis - Bruxelles, Brussels.
- http://www.usaintlouis.be
- francoise.paulus@usaintlouis.be

**ENROLMENT CONDITIONS**
- Fill out the enrolment form: http://www.usaintlouis.be
- Take the online test to assess level.

**QUALIFICATION**
- No qualification.

**ELIGIBILITY**
For international students enrolled at USL-B on a Masters or Doctoral programme.

**DESCRIPTION**
Classes to prepare for university studies (refresher courses).

**GENERAL FFL TEACHING**

- First week of September.
- Last week of January (after the exams).
- In September: 3 hours of classes a day for 5 days.
- In January: 3 hours of classes a day for 4 days.
- In January: 2 or 3 levels depending on the number of students enrolled (A2 to C1).

Accommodation available for students enrolled at USL-B.
Free for students enrolled at USL-B.
UNIVERSITÉ SAINT-LOUIS BRUXELLES (USL-B)

Taking classes alongside studies

ELIGIBILITY

For international students enrolled at USL-B on a Masters or Doctoral programme.

DESCRIPTION

Refresher courses. French proficiency: improver course.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT

- Université Saint-Louis - Bruxelles, Brussels.
- http://www.usaintlouis.be
- francoise.paulus@usaintlouis.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS

- Be enrolled at USL-B.

QUALIFICATION

- No qualification.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: October to December.
- 2nd term: February to March.

Levels B2 to C1.

30 hours spread out throughout the year. 2 hours in a row modules.

Accommodation available for students enrolled at USL-B.

French as a foreign language courses in Universities
UNIVERSITÉ SAINT-LOUIS BRUXELLES (USL-B)

Taking classes alongside studies

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
There are two different courses:
1/ • A course organised by USL-B on the Botanique site in Brussels
   • http://www.usaintlouis.be
   • nathalie.gillain@usaintlouis.be
2/ • a course organised by USL-B on the Marie-Haps (Faculty of Translation and Interpretation) site in Brussels.
   • http://www.usaintlouis.be
   • elisabeth.castadot@usaintlouis.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Be enrolled at USL-B (Erasmus students, refugees, international students, auditing students).
• Take a mandatory test to assess level.

QUALIFICATION
• Attendance certificate if lesson off the programme.
• 5 ECTS/term if lesson on the programme.
Possibility of obtaining 2 extra credits if extra work.

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at USL-B on a Masters or Doctoral programme.

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: September to December.
- 2nd term: February to June.
- 2 hours of classes a week.

Four levels each semester, A1 to C1 or C2 depending on the group level.

Yes, for students enrolled at USL-B.

Free for students enrolled at USL-B.
FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
HAUTE ÉCOLE ALBERT JACQUARD (HEAJ)

Taking classes prior to studies: preparation for University studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at HEAJ.

DESCRIPTION
Intensive general FFL lessons, cultural activities and outings for 2 weeks ('Integration weeks').

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• Namur
• http://www.poledenamur.be
• veronique.vancauter@heaj.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Be enrolled at HEAJ for at least part of your course.
• Take a mandatory test to assess level.

QUALIFICATION
• 3 ECTS or certificate of attendance.

General FFL Teaching

The 2 weeks before the autumn term.

Several levels depending on the students.

http://www.poledenamur.be

Free for students enrolled at HEAJ.

Learn French in French-speaking Belgium!
HAUTE ÉCOLE EN HAINAUT (HEH)

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY
For international researchers and students at HEH, which is a Pôle Hainuyer partner institution. These students and researchers can take FFL lessons provided by the UMONS Centre de Langues Vivantes.

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Centre de Langues Vivantes at UMONS, Mons
- https://web.umons.ac.be/fr/international/cours-de-francais-langue-etrangere/
- fle.clv@umons.ac.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- To be enrolled at HEH, more specifically on the Hainaut site of a Pôle Hainuyer partner institution that is a signatory of the Pôle Hainuyer FFL agreement.
- Take a mandatory test to assess language level.

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate of skills issued.

General FFL Teaching
- 1st term: end of September to end of December.
- 2nd term: early February to mid-May.
- 2 hours of lessons twice a week (in the evening), or 56 hours in total.
- Free for students enrolled at HEH.
HAUTE ÉCOLE LOUVAIN EN HAINAUT (HELHA)

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY

For international researchers and students enrolled at HELHa, which is a Pôle Hainuyer partner institution. These students and researchers can attend FFL classes offered by the UMONS Centre de Langues Vivantes (Modern Languages Centre) and/or FFL classes offered by HELHa on the Tournai campus.

DESCRIPTION

At Tournai: general FFL lessons.
At Mons: general FFL lessons depending on different levels tested.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT

- Centre de Langues Vivantes at UMONS, Mons
  - https://web.umons.ac.be/fr/international/cours-de-francais-langue-etrangere/
  - fle.clv@umons.ac.be

- HELHa Campus, Tournai
  - www.helha.be/implantations
  - lefebvre df@helha.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS

- To be enrolled at HELHa, more specifically on the Hainaut site of a Pôle Hainuyer partner institution which has signed up to the Pôle Hainuyer FFL agreement.
- Take a mandatory test to assess language level.

QUALIFICATION

- Certificate of skills issued.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: end of September to end of December.
- 2nd term: early February to mid-May.
- At Tournai: 3 hours of classes once a week (in the afternoon).
- At Mons: 2 hours of lessons twice a week (in the evening), or 56 hours in total.

Levels A1 to B2.
Free for students enrolled at HELHa.
HAUTE ÉCOLE DE NAMUR-LIÈGE-LUXEMBOURG (HENALLUX)

Taking classes before studies preparation for university studies

ELIGIBILITY
For non-French-speaking students enrolled at HENALLUX.
For future non-French-speaking students who have already attained a certain level and who wish to improve their language skills.
For students enrolling on a Master’s or Doctoral programme.

DESCRIPTION
Intensive general FFL lessons, cultural activities and outings for 2 weeks (’Integration weeks’).

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• Namur
  • http://www.poledenamur.be
  • marie-anne.lecomte@henallux.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Be enrolled at HENALLUX for at least part of your course.
• Take a mandatory test to assess level

QUALIFICATION
• 3 ECTS awarded

General FFL Teaching

The first 2 weeks of September.

Several levels depending on the number of students and their respective levels.

40 hours of classes spread over two weeks.

Free.
HAUTE ÉCOLE DE NAMUR–LIÈGE–LUXEMBOURG (HENALLUX)

Taking classes alongside studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at HENALLUX.
For non-French-speaking students enrolled at HENALLUX.
For future non-French-speaking students who have already attained a certain level and who wish to improve their language skills.
For students enrolling on a Master’s or Doctoral programme.

DESCRIPTION
Intensive general FFL class.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Namur
- http://www.henallux.be
- marie-anne.lecomte@henallux.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Be enrolled at HENALLUX for at least part of your course.
- Take a mandatory test to assess level.

QUALIFICATION
- 3 ECTS per module.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: beginning of October to mid-December.
- 2nd term: early February to end of May.
- 40 hours spread over ten weeks.

Several levels per module depending on the number of students and their respective levels.

http://www.henallux.be

Free.
HAUTE ÉCOLE DE LA PROVINCE DE LIÈGE (HEPL)

Taking classes alongside studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at HEPL.

DESCRIPTION
General FFL classes.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• HEPL, Liège
• http://www.provincedeliege.be/fr/art29
• Morgane.lamoureux@hepl.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Be enrolled at HEPL.

QUALIFICATION
• 5 ECTS per semester and certificate showing CEFRL level.

GENERAL FFL TEACHING

- 1st term: mid-September to mid-December.
- 2nd term: early February to end of May.

2 hours of lessons twice a week, or 60 hours in total per half-year.

Levels A1, A2, B1, B2.

http://www.provincedeliege.be

Free for students enrolled at HEPL.
HAUTE ÉCOLE PROVINCIALE DE HAINAUT – CONDORCET (HEPH-CONDORCET)

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY
For international researchers and students at HEPH-Condorcet, which is a partner institution of the Pôle Hainuyer. These students and researchers can attend FFL classes offered by the UMONS Centre de Langues Vivantes (Modern Languages Centre).

DESCRIPTION
Intensive, one-week FFL courses (end of August and end of January) organised by UMONS. These two intensive FFL courses will be held at the Centre de Langues Vivantes (Modern Languages Centre) from Monday to Saturday. They include a programme of cultural outings.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Centre de Langues Vivantes at UMONS, Mons
- https://web.umons.ac.be/fr/international/cours-de-francais-langue-etrangere/
- fle.clv@umons.ac.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- To be enrolled at HEPH-Condorcet (more specifically on the Hainaut site) of a Pôle Hainuyer partner institution that has signed up to the Pôle Hainuyer FFL agreement.
- Take a mandatory test to assess language level.

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate of skills issued.

GENERAL FFL TEACHING
- 1st term: end of September to end of December.
- 2nd term: early February to mid-May.

Levels A1 to B2.

2 hours of lessons twice a week (in the evening), or 56 hours in total.

Free for students enrolled at HEPH-Condorcet.
ICHEC BRUSSELS MANAGEMENT SCHOOL

Taking classes before studies preparation for university studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at ICHEC.

DESCRIPTION
Intensive course before term starts.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• ICHEC, Anjou Campus, Brussels
• https://www.ichec.be
• kristien.minet@ichec.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Students must use the enrolment form to sign up.

QUALIFICATION
• 3 ECTS credits.

General FFL Teaching

A week of intensive French before the beginning of each term.


30 hours of lessons, or 6 hours a day.

€100.
ICHEC BRUSSELS
MANAGEMENT SCHOOL

Taking classes alongside studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at ICHEC.

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• ICHEC, Anjou Campus, Brussels
• https://www.ichec.be
• kristien.minet@ichec.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Students must use the enrolment form to enrol.

QUALIFICATION
• 5 ECTS credits.

GENERAL FFL TEACHING
• 1st term: mid-September to mid-December.
• 2nd term: early February to mid-May.


2 hours of lessons a week, or 30 hours in total per term.

Free for students enrolled at ICHEC.
IHECS ACADEMY

Develop your language skills

ELIGIBILITY
The Centre de Langues (Language Centre) at IHECS Academy offers a wide variety of language training modules for anyone who wishes to learn French as a foreign language, or improve their skills.

DESCRIPTION
At IHECS Academy, learning languages is a dynamic and outward-looking process. The methods used by native-speaker teachers give students a theoretical foundation which can then be put into practice through dynamic, lively cultural activities. Several workshops focusing on specific objectives are available:
- Ability to read in French and interpret texts
- Perfecting written French
- Varieties of French (Belgium, France, Canada, etc.)
- Listening comprehension for taking part in meetings
- Learning French through film culture
- Preparing for a French language diploma for non-French-speakers
- Learning new words relating to specific sectors
- Diplomacy, international relations
- Etc.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
In Brussels or online, depending on the chosen course.
https://www.ihecs-academy.be/product/francais/

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Courses open to all.

QUALIFICATION
- Depending on the chosen course.

General FFL Teaching

Depending on the chosen course.

Depending on the chosen course.

From €160 to €190, depending on the chosen course.
IHECS ACADEMY

Achieving and building on level B1 & B2 - Online

ELIGIBILITY

B1: Adults (students or employees) with a A2 level in French.
B2: Adults (students or employees) with a B1 level in French.

DESCRIPTION

This workshops aim to develop the skills required to reach and improve on level B1 & B2: listening comprehension, understanding written French, writing in French, speaking French.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT

• Level B1: The Mug Schuman, Brussels
• Level B2: IHECS Academy, Brussels
https://www.ihecs-academy.be/product/francais_acquerir_et_ameliorer_le_niveau_b2

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS

• B1: Students must already have a sufficient understanding of French (A2-B1).
• B2: Students must already have a sufficient understanding of French (B1-B2).

QUALIFICATION

• A certificate of attendance will be issued on request.

General FFL Teaching

Periods B1: every Monday, from the end of September to the end of November (outside of school holidays).
Periods B2: every Wednesday, from the end of September to early December (outside of school holidays).

1.5 hours a week.


No.

Price B1: €190.
IHECS ACADEMY

French – Learning French through culture and cinematographic language – Courses and Workshops

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• The Mug Schuman, Brussels
• https://www.ihecs-academy.be/product/francais-atelier-cine/

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Students must already have a sufficient understanding of French (B1).

QUALIFICATION
• A certificate of attendance will be issued on request.

ELIGIBILITY
Adults (students or employees) with a B1 level in French.

DESCRIPTION
This course will give the learners the opportunity to develop their knowledge of the French language through the use of audiovisual documents and other resources of French cinema. Each course will be based on various resources:
- film extracts
- article analysis
- readings of cinematographic magazines
- « cinema » outings

General FFL Teaching

Every Tuesday, from the end of September to early December (outside of school holidays).

1.5 hours a week.

B1.

No.

€190.
French – DELF B1, B2 & C1 preparation – Courses and workshops

**LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT**
- The Mug Schuman, Brussels

**ENROLMENT CONDITIONS**
- B1: Students must already have a sufficient understanding of French (A2).
- B2: Students must already have a sufficient understanding of French (B1).
- C1: Students must already have a sufficient understanding of French (B2).

**QUALIFICATION**
- A certificate of attendance will be issued on request.

**ELIGIBILITY**
- B1: Adults (students or employees) with a A2 level in French.
- B2: Adults (students or employees) with a B1 level in French.
- C1: Adults (students or employees) with a B2 level in French.

**DESCRIPTION**
This workshops are designed to develop the skills necessary to complete the DALF B1, B2 & C1.

**General FFL Teaching**
- B1 & B2 Periods: every Monday, from the end of September to the end of November (outside of school holidays).
- C1 Periods: every Wednesday, from the end of September to early December (outside of school holidays).
- No.
- 1.5 hours a week.
- €190.
French – Development Workshop

ELIGIBILITY
Adults (students or employees) with a B2 level in French.

DESCRIPTION
This workshop aims to deepen your knowledge of French in order to improve your mastery of this language.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- The Mug Schuman, Brussels

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Students must already have a sufficient understanding of French (B2).

QUALIFICATION
- A certificate of attendance will be issued on request.

General FFL Teaching

Every Thursday, from the end of September to early December (outside of school holidays).

1.5 hours a week.

B2.

No.

€190.
FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES IN COLLEGES OF ARTS
ACADÉMIE DES BEAUX-ARTS DE TOURNAI (ACT)

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY
For international researchers and students at ACT, which is a partner institution of the Pôle Hainuyer. These students and researchers can attend FFL classes offered by the UMONS Centre de Langues Vivantes (Modern Languages Centre).

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Centre de Langues Vivantes at UMONS, Mons
- https://web.umons.ac.be
- fle.clv@umons.ac.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Be enrolled at ACT, more specifically on the Hainaut site of a Pôle Hainuyer partner institution that is signatory to the Pôle Hainuyer FFL agreement.
- Take a mandatory test to assess language level.

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate of skills issued.

General FFL Teaching

1st term: end of September to end of December.
2nd term: early February to mid-May.

Levels A1 to B2.

2 hours of lessons twice a week (in the evening), or 56 hours in total.

Free for students enrolled at ACT.
**ARTS² (ARTS AU CARRÉ)**

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

**ELIGIBILITY**
For international researchers and students enrolled at ARTS², which is a Pôle Hainuyer partner institution. These students and researchers can attend FFL classes offered by the UMONS Centre de Langues Vivantes (Modern Languages Centre).

**DESCRIPTION**
General FFL lessons.

**LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT**
- Centre de Langues Vivantes at UMONS, Mons
- https://web.umons.ac.be/fr/international/cours-de-francais-langue-etrangere/
- fle.clv@umons.ac.be

**ENROLMENT CONDITIONS**
- Be enrolled at ARTS², specifically on the Hainuyer site of a partner institution of the Pôle Hainuyer (signatory of the Pôle Hainuyer agreement).
- Take a mandatory test to assess language level.

**QUALIFICATION**
- Skills certificate issued.

**General FFL Teaching**

- 1st term: end of September to end of December.
- 2nd term: early February to mid-May.
- 2 hours of lessons twice a week (in the evening), or 56 hours in total.
- Free for students enrolled at ARTS².
ÉCOLE SUPÉRIEURE DES ARTS
SAINT-LUC DE LIÈGE

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at the École Supérieure des Arts Saint-Luc de Liège. These students are eligible to take FFL lessons offered by the ULiège Institut Supérieur des Langues Vivantes.

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- Institut Supérieur des Langues Vivantes-Français, ULiège, Liège
- http://www.islv.ulg.ac.be
- islvfr@uliege.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Be enrolled at the École Supérieure des Arts Saint-Luc de Liège.
- Take a mandatory test to assess level.
- Have attained a secondary education diploma (bac or equivalent).

QUALIFICATION
- Certificate - 5 ECTS.

GENERAL FFL TEACHING
- 1st term: October to December.
- 2nd term: February to May.
- Levels A1 to C1.

- 2 hours of lessons twice a week, or 60 hours of lessons (45 hours of group language lessons and 15 hours of e-learning).
- €100 for October-December cycle and €100 for February-May cycle.
ÉCOLE SUPÉRIEURE DES ARTS DE LA VILLE DE LIÈGE – ACADÉMIE ROYALE DES BEAUX-ARTS DE LIÈGE

Taking classes alongside studies evening classes

ELIGIBILITY

For students enrolled at the École Supérieure des Arts de la Ville de Liège - Académie royale des Beaux-Arts de Liège. These students are eligible to take FFL lessons offered by the ULiège Institut Supérieur des Langues Vivantes.

DESCRIPTION

General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT

• Institut Supérieur des Langues Vivantes-Français, ULiège, Liège
• http://www.islv.ulg.ac.be
• islvfr@uliege.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS

• Be enrolled at the École Supérieure des Arts de la Ville de Liège - Académie Royale des Beaux-Arts de Liège.
• Take a mandatory test to assess level.
• Have attained a secondary education diploma (bac or equivalent).

QUALIFICATION

• Certificate - 5 ECTS.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: October to December.
- 2nd term: February to May.

Levels A1 to C1.

2 hours of lessons twice a week, or 60 hours of lessons (45 hours of group language lessons and 15 hours of e-learning).

€100 for October-December cycle and €100 for February-May cycle.
INSTITUT SUPÉRIEUR DE MUSIQUE ET DE PÉDAGOGIE (IMEP)

Taking classes before studies preparation for university studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at IMEP.

DESCRIPTION
Intensive general FFL lessons, cultural activities and outings for two weeks ('Integration weeks').

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
• Namur
• http://www.poledenamur.be
• erasmus@imep.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
• Be enrolled at IMEP for at least part of your course.
• Take a mandatory test to assess level.

QUALIFICATION
• 3 ECTS or certificate of attendance.

General FFL Teaching

- The 2 weeks before the autumn term.
- Several levels depending on the students.
- 40 hours of classes spread over two weeks.
- https://www.poledenamur.be
- From €180 to €250.
INSTITUT SUPÉRIEUR DE MUSIQUE ET DE PÉDAGOGIE (IMEP)

Taking classes alongside studies

ELIGIBILITY
For international students enrolled at IMEP. These students can take FFL lessons organised by the Pôle Académique de Namur, in association with the institutions offering language training.

DESCRIPTION
General FFL lessons.

LOCATIONS, INFO AND CONTACT
- IMEP, Namur
- https://www.imep.be
- https://www.poledenamur.be
- erasmus@imep.be

ENROLMENT CONDITIONS
- Be enrolled at IMEP.
- Enrol by email: erasmus@imep.be

QUALIFICATION
- No qualification.

General FFL Teaching

- 1st term: September to January.
- 2nd term: February to June.

2 hours of lessons per week, or 40 hours in total. Day or evening lessons, depending on the number of participants.

The number of levels will be decided based on the number of people enrolled.

https://www.imep.be
http://www.poledenamur.be

From €60 to €80.
USEFUL LINKS

DO YOU WANT TO PRACTICE FRENCH BEFORE YOU ARRIVE?

Learn French with TV5MONDE
You will find many interactive exercises online in all fields and for all levels. The site offers content organised by theme: news-geopolitics, societal issues, language and culture, everyday life, etc. The videos are supported by language and cultural features (dictionary, comments, translation into certain languages for beginners, etc.) and the exercises are organised by level.

- http://apprendre.tv5monde.com
- http://cabouge.tv5monde.com/wallonie-bruxelles/wallonie

Wallangues
Learn French with Wallangues! Wallangues offers a unique and dynamic approach to teaching. The lessons offered are interactive, multimedia and are based on authentic situations in everyday and work life.

- https://www.wallangues.be

Le Point du FLE
Free online lessons for learning French as a foreign language (grammar, vocabulary, spelling, listening, songs, games, etc.).

- http://www.lepointdufle.net

Explania
You will find short animated videos on varied topics (health, technology, new technologies, work and leisure). Very useful as a listening exercise!


Europa language school
The Europa Language School offers online classes, including on commercial, legal, medical or specialist languages. You will also find courses for preparing for official linguistic exams. All the language lessons are adapted to the particular needs of students.

- www.elsb.be

CALL INTERNATIONAL
CALL INTERNATIONAL offers French classes for all types of students: adults, university students, expats, teenagers and children. You can also access remote lessons over the phone or via webcam, from e-learning to listening practice.

- www.callinter.com/cours-de-francais/

CEFR for french
The school has developed innovative techniques and integrated new resources to make learning and teaching French more efficient. The CEFR school also offers classes over Skype.

- https://www.cefr.be
WANT TO FIND OUT THE LATEST ABOUT TEACHING FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE?

Belgian Association of French Teachers
- http://www.abpf.be

International Federation of French teachers
- http://fipf.org

Le Français dans le Monde, the French as a Foreign Language teachers review
- http://www.fdlm.org

Maison de la francité
- https://www.maisondelafrancite.be/
PRACTICAL INFORMATION IN PREPARATION FOR YOUR STUDIES IN FRENCH-SPEAKING BELGIUM

Wallonie-Bruxelles Campus is the agency which promotes French-speaking Belgium’s higher education sector internationally.

- www.studyinbelgium.be

Wallonie-Bruxelles International is a public organisation whose remit is to promote French-speaking Belgium’s talent internationally.

- www.wbi.be

L’Académie de Recherche et d’Enseignement Supérieur (ARES) is the federation of higher education institutions in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation. It is in charge of general coordination and dialogue between these institutions.

- www.ares-ac.be

Information about the functioning and competences of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation can be found on its website.

- www.federation-wallonie-bruxelles.be

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs site and the Office des Étrangers (Office for Foreigners) provide details of Belgian Embassies and Consulates overseas as well as administrative requirements for studying in Belgium.

- https://dofi.ibz.be

Organisation internationale de la Francophonie

- www.francophonie.org

Agence universitaire de la Francophonie (Francophonie University Association)

- https://www.auf.org

The Alliances Française (French Alliance) throughout the world.

- https://www.fondation-alliancefr.org

Haven’t found what you were looking for in this directory?
There are also many private schools in French-speaking Belgium. They offer specific programmes adapted to your language level.
WALLONIE-BRUXELLES CAMPUS
THE AGENCY WHICH PROMOTES THE FRENCH-SPEAKING BELGIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SECTOR INTERNATIONALLY